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Project Update
Summer is heating up in South Dakota, and so is work on the 
new Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge. Crews have been continuing to 
work on the Pierre-side abutment footing, south wing wall, 
and stem wall. Concrete was placed for the south wing wall, 
and crews have been forming the lower abutment stem wall. 
The stem wall is the main body of the abutment. It functions 
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to deliver the superstructure reaction loads to the foundation 
and to retain much of the soil behind the abutment. Crews 
have also been working on constructing the drilled shaft at 
bent four right. Next week, crews will begin constructing the 
drilled shaft at bent four left.

Unloading drilled shaft waste material from a barge to be 
transported off the project site on June 21, 2022

Constructing the Pierre-side abutment footing stem wall  
on June 22, 2022
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Work on Pierre-Side Abutment Footing

Leveling concrete for the south wing wall on June 9, 2022 Placing concrete for the south wing wall on June 9, 2022

Did you know...
The Fourth of July (Independence Day) commemorates 
the Declaration of Independence, which was ratified 
by the Second Continental Congress on July 4, 1776. 
The Second Continental Congress declared that the 
13 colonies were no longer subject to the monarch of 
Britain and were now united, free, and independent 
states. Congress had voted to declare independence two 
days earlier, on July 2, but it was not declared until July 4. 

As Pierre and Fort Pierre celebrate the Fourth of July, all 
lanes over the Pierre-Fort Pierre Bridge will be open to 
help with traffic flow for the festivities. For those who plan 
to celebrate on the river, a reminder of the construction 
equipment. Please stay away from the bridge work zone, 
and have a safe and fun holiday weekend!

Pierre-side abutment footing stem wall on June 16, 2022 Pierre-side abutment footing stem wall on June 14, 2022


